Friday, April 3, 2020
Kirsch Auditorium, Fetzer Center
3:30 - 5 pm
Fiction Awards

Gwen Frostic Undergraduate
Riley Robertson-Degraaff

Honorable Mention
Delaney Novak

Gwen Frostic Graduate
Kai Harris

Honorable Mention
Timothy Windy

Poetry Awards

Gwen Frostic Undergraduate
Delaney Novak

Honorable Mention
Tyler Speier

Gwen Frostic Graduate
Abigail Goodhart

Honorable Mention
Abigail Goodhart

Herbert Scott Award for Excellence in Poetry
Christopher Emery
The Playwriting Awards

Arnie Johnston Award
Emily Lancaster

Gwen Frostic Undergraduate
Noa Dahan

Honorable mention
Emily Lancaster

Gwen Frostic Graduate
Amber Palmer

Honorable Mention
Abigail Goodhart

Nonfiction Awards

Gwen Frostic Undergraduate
Miya Jordan

Honorable Mention
Emily Lancaster

Gwen Frostic Graduate
Abigail Goodhart

Honorable Mention
Dawn Richberg

Distinguished Alumna
Cara Lougheed

David C. Czuk Part-time Faculty Award for Teaching Excellence
Garyle Voss

Presidential Scholar
Nicholas Vichinsky

George Sprau Awards
Nicholas Vichinsky
Ashley Rittase
Rosemary Sidwell
Diversity Studies Award
Emily Lancaster

Nash Scholarship in English Education
Brendan King

Patrick D. Hagerty Promising Scholar Award
Hana Holmgren

Jean and Vincent Malmstrom Scholarship
Delaney Novak

English Language and Linguistics Award

Graduate Teaching Effectiveness Award
Masters: Brett Blevins (MA)  
          Timothy Windy (MFA)
Doctoral: Julia Ftacek (Lit/Engl Ed)  
          Ariel Berry (Creative Writing)

Graduate Research & Creative Scholar Award
Masters: Miles Smith (MA)  
          Amber Palmer (MFA)
Doctoral: Lacey Wolfer (Lit/Engl Ed)  
          Sara Olivares (Creative Writing)

Frederick J. and Katherine Rogers Memorial Shakespeare Award
Graduate Essay: Andrew Thomas

Bernadine P. Carlson Award for Outstanding Achievement in Rhetoric and Writing Studies
Bryan Cross  
           Kylie Davis

Bernadine P. Carlson Award for Professional Writing
Sydney Linders  
           Brandilyn Wilson

Bernadine P. Carlson Critical Essay Award
Moline Mallamo  
           Anniemarie Scott

Bernadine P. Carlson Emerging Professional Writing Award
Collin Banner  
           Anniemarie Scott
           Anna Lahaie  
           Aleysa Williams

McKetta Scholarship for English Education
Rudolph Verbos  
           Cassidy Van Gilder

Young Adult Literature Award
Cas O'Dell  
           Maggie Steuer

Children's Literature Award
Kim Averill  
           Sarah Bear  
           Maddie Thomas

The Linda Christensen Book Award
Sarah Giramia  
           Anna Valente

The Van Rheenen Award for Excellence in Teaching College Writing
Brett Blevins  
           Timothy Windy

Ellen Brinkley Award for Promising Teachers
Misty Maina  
           John Ryan  
           Hunter King
           Meghan Oldham  
           Lauren Johnson
           Josiah Cedo  
           Abby DuFort  
           Madie Taft